UW-500/600
Multi-Pocket Desktop Note Sorters
Value counting, authenticating and sorting

(UW-500 shown)

The UW-500 and UW-600 are equipped with GLORY’s
next generation sensor technology for suspect note
detection. CertainSort™ sophisticated technology
automatically detects fitness, denomination and
orientation and accurately sorts mixed banknotes for
the ultimate in productivity, accuracy, and counterfeit
detection. By eliminating the manual sorting process,
CertainSort™ features minimize labor and increase
profitability.
The UW-500 and UW-600 currency sorters provide four
or eight stacker capacity, offering fitness detection and
orientation to reduce time due to fewer steps in the
counting process.
UW-Series note sorters deliver an efficient, scalable
solution while providing reliable performance, all within
a compact tabletop design. Applications include bank
branches, vaults, retail and casino gaming cash rooms.
Glory Global Solutions is a World Expert in cash management, delivering
technology and solutions that provide security, productivity and innovation
to our customers. These solutions are supported by the technical expertise
of GLORY Group of Japan, the pioneer in development and manufacture
of money handling machines across the financial, retail, vending machine,
amusement and gaming industries for nearly 100 years.

Across the world, Glory Global Solutions is trusted by thousands of organizations
to ensure their cash is managed securely and efficiently while delivering the
ultimate in productivity. 2,500 professionals, including over 1,300 service and
support staff and 350 business partners cover over 128 countries delivering
these solutions – wherever money moves.

Advantage: Glory

UW-500/600 Technical Information

Simple to use
Dual LCD displays communicate with the operator by
communicating the count data and messages as well as systems
status and error recovery graphics.
Fully configurable
The UW-Series, with four or eight note stackers, can be
configured according to your needs to face or orient notes,
value count, batch and/or off-sort a specific denomination.
UW-Series sorters can also be configured to check banknote
fitness, allowing for the reuse of only fit currency.

UW-500

UW-600

Dimensions ( W x D x H )

23.6" x 17.5" x 23.6"

47.2" x 17.5" x 23.6"

Weight

176.4 lbs

264.6 lbs

Feed speed

Approx. 720 notes/min

720 notes/min

Hopper capacity

Approx. 1,000 notes

1,000 notes

Stacker capacity

500 notes x 4 Stackers

500 notes x 8 Stackers

Reject stacker capacity

150 notes x 2 Stackers

150 notes x 2 Stackers

Fitness sorting

yes

yes

Large Capacity
The input hopper holds 1,000 notes while the output stackers
hold up to 500 notes each.
Note Feeder
The UW-Series reliably feeds notes at 720 per minute. The
feeding of poorer quality notes is enhanced by our assisted feed
mechanism. This mechanism can also be disengaged by the user
during operation to allow notes to be continuously stacked and
fed into the sorter for non-stop processing..

(UW-600 shown)

Feed Path
The note feed path, whether in the counting and bill validation
area or the horizontal note transport, is highly accessible. This
makes jam recovery simple and fast.
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